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Rotational Transitions in Excited Vibrational States of D2O
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Rotational transitions of D2O with J< 12 in excited vibrational states (and the ground state) were measured with submegahertz
precision in a pulsed discharge supersonic slit expansion of a D2O/NeHe mixture while scanning the range from 1473.69 to
1685.91 GHz using the Berkeley terahertz laser sideband spectrometer. Assignments were made using all available previous IR
results, which include the (000), (010), (020), (001), (100), (111), (130), (031), (012), (210), and (121) vibrational states with
levels up to 7500 cm−1. C© 2001 Academic Press
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Terahertz spectra of a supersonic expansion of a pulse
discharge plasma containing first-run neon–helium mix b

bled through D2O were measured. The source is described e
where (6) for similar conditions, except that this scanning w
performed with half the current. Over 400 discharge-gener
lines, mostly unassigned, were observed in the continuo
scanned range from 1473.69 to 1685.91 GHz with signa
noise ratios between 3 and 3200.

Assignments were made with the assumption that the s
tra originated from rotational transitions among vibrationa
excited states of D2O: The energy level data available from p
vious IR results, containing the (000), (010), (020), (001), (1
(1, 4) and the (130), (031), (012), (210), (111), (121) states (2, 3),
were used to computeb-type pure rotational transitions as w
asb- anda-type rotational–vibrational transitions in the FI
The accuracy of these calculated energy levels was report
be ca. 0.001 cm−1 (2, 3) and, depending on the individual lev
in the range from 0.0003 to 0.02 cm−1 (4).

One hundred twenty-eight pure rotational transitions w
the selection rules (1J,1τ ) = (0,±2), (±1, 0), or (±1,±2)
(where1τ := 1K−1−1K+1) were calculated for the scann
range, of which 81 coincided with observed transitions to wi
four times the given uncertainty. The rest were not observe
were outside the error of the predictions (see Table 1). Th
ported assignments for rotational transitions in the ground
and the first bending state show that the accuracy of the F
measurements is actually better than reported in (4), so that one
has confidence in the assignments of higher excited states

Transitions from the (000) to the (201) vibrational state h
been measured earlier in the IR with a resolution of 0.07 c−1

(5). Rotational transitions within the (201) state determined f
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those data are not precise enough to be compared with ou
served dense spectrum; i.e., the list of candidates would be
long.

To characterize the physical conditions in the expand
plasma, rotational lines were assigned in the (010), (020), (1
(001), (210), and (111) states to fit a (nonlocal thermal eq
librium) rotational temperature of 120 K (±30%), leaving out
tabulated rotational intensities.

Furthermore, total populations were estimated for each of
assigned states, from which a vibrational temperature of 250
was estimated. The (000) state was not included in this ana
because the intensities are strongly distorted by the therma
off-pulse background gas.

It can be seen that (210) is more populated than (012),
(130) more than (031), showing that symmetric modes are p
erentially excited in this discharge expansion. This is consis
with the observation that rovibrational transitions from the (13
to the (031) state occur in absorption and not in emission (
Table 2).

The assumption that the relaxation times for the symm
ric and the asymmetric stretching modes are similar sugg
a mechanism for production of the high vibrational exci
tion.

We propose that high levels, perhaps up to the dissocia
energy, are populated “from the top down” in the expansion
dissociative recombination of hydronium ion clusters which
the dominant ions in these supersonic plasmas:

D3O+(D2O)n + e− → D2O∗ + D+ (D2O)n.

This mechanism mainly populates the bending and symme
stretch vibrations due to the difference in the bond angle betw
D3O+ and D2O.

On the other hand, no direct IR data are reported in lite
ture for the (110), (030), (011), (200), (120), (030), (101), (04
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TABLE 1
List of All Calculated Pure Rotational Transitions for Vibrational States in the Scanned Range

Note.All candidates within a range of four times the uncertainty in the calculated levels are included or marked n.o. (not observed). The FIR laser
observation is given for reference.
Copyright C© 2001 by Academic Press
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TABLE 1—Continued
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TABLE 1—Continued
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TABLE 2
Assigned Rovibrational Transitions
d
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er,
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. J.
(011), (021), (002), and (050) states. From this large gap in
data an equal number of calculated lines can be anticipate
the scanned frequency range.

Therefore, many more of the transitions reported here
probably be assigned to even higher vibrational states in
future.
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